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Shawl Sweater Coat
__

Style No................. SW0065
Colors..................... Tobacco / Brown
Fabric..................... 100% Wool
Wholesale Price..... $195 
MSRP..................... $395

Our four-end heavyweight Shawl Cardigan represents Dehen 1920 quality, value, and 
style at its absolute best.  Knit using more than three pounds of 100% wool yarn, this 

sweater will outlast your entire wardrobe.  Traditional welt pocket construction, 
interior elbow patches, fold back cuffs and custom corozo buttons will certainly impress 

those seeking authentic American workmanship.

1950's fit six button shawl collar cardigan
100% worsted wool

Extra heavy four-end jersey knit fabric
Custom corozo  buttons

Welt front pockets
Reinforced interior elbow patches



Style No................. SW0067
Colors..................... Tobacco / Brown
Fabric..................... 100% Wool
Wholesale Price..... $155 
MSRP..................... $325

Classic Cardigan
__

William Dehen first built his business by knitting unique heavyweight wool sweaters 
that withstood the test of time. The sweaters being made today are knitted on the same 

vintage machines that were used in the 40's, using 100% Worsted Wool.

1950's six button cardigan
Extra heavy four-end jersey knit

Custom brown corozo buttons
Welted front pockets
100% worsted wool



Wholesale Price.....
MSRP..................... $285

Style No................. SW0085
Color...................... Tobacco / Loden 
Fabric..................... 100% Wool - 3 End

$140

Naval Crew
__

Knit in house from U.S. spun yarn, then cut and sewn by our highly skilled craftsmen.  
A new style that would've looked just as good in 1920 as it does today, and will look just 

as good a decade from now.

100% worsted wool knit by us on 1940's knitting machines
Medium weight three-end jersey knit

Reinforced interior elbow patches
1x1 ribbed crew neck

Open bottom with side vent
Open cuffs



Wholesale Price.....
MSRP..................... $285

Style No................. SW0058
Color...................... Dark Navy + Off-White / Black + Brown
Fabric..................... 100% Wool - 3 End

$140

Striped Naval Crew
__

Knit in house from U.S. spun yarn, then cut and sewn by our highly skilled craftsmen.  
A new style that would've looked just as good in 1920 as it does today, and will look just 

as good a decade from now.

100% worsted wool knit by us on 1940's knitting machines
Medium weight three-end jersey knit

Reinforced interior elbow patches
1x1 ribbed crew neck

Open bottom with side vent
Open cuffs



Submariner Sweater Coat
__

It's not everyday that a design comes along that feels like a song.  Where the notes are harmonious, the lyrics personal yet universal, with the 
singer's voice syncing effortlessly, resulting in a piece of work that feels new, but like it has always been.  Dare we say, such is the case with the 

Dehen 1920 Submariner Sweater Coat?!

The original Submariner Jacket, produced by the U.S. military in the pre WWII era, immediately spoke to us given William L. Dehen's service 
as a Submariner in the U.S. Navy. In true Dehen form we have updated this historic garment, traditionally made in a rough woven wool, by 

making it in our heavy duty 4-end knit fabric. The result is a piece of triadic synthesis: made for today, steeped in history, and lasting well into 
the future.

Heavy Duty Dehen 4-end knit
100% worsted wool
2x2 fold back cuffs

Two waist pockets with flap closures
Fold back tab closure at neck

Custom corozo buttons
Heavyweight cotton locker loop tape

Style No................. SW0087
Color......................  Dark Navy / Black / Loden
Fabric..................... 100% Wool
Wholesale Price..... $230
MSRP..................... $465



Varsity Jacket
__

Style No................. JA0055
Colors..................... Light Olive + Rust

Brown + Black
Fabric..................... Melton Wool + Genuine Leather
Wholesale Price..... $285 
MSRP..................... $575

William Dehen built his first Dehen Varsity Jacket in 1951. Sixty years and countless 
jackets later, Dehen continues to craft every jacket by hand, using time honored 

methods, and the best materials available.

24 oz. melton wool body
Premium leather sleeves, pocket welts, and locker loop

100% worsted wool trim
Roll collar

Internal patch pocket
Snap front closure



Style No................. JA0029
Colors..................... Oatmeal + Brown Mouton

Fabric..................... Melton Wool / Genuine Mouton
Wholesale Price..... $285
MSRP..................... $575

Flyer’s Club Jacket
__

Wool

Taking cues from various military flight jackets of yore, such as the MA-1 and B-15, we are proud to introduce the Dehen Flyer's 
Club Jacket.  The impetus to create this garment was one part homage go the late Bill Dehen's service in WWII and one part 

determination to use our resources responsibly.  We found that our iconic N-1 Deck jacket would leave portions of shearling too large 
to waste, but with no place to call home.  Made from the highest quality materials and great attention to detail, we are proud to offer 

this new classic to the Dehen 1920 arsenal.

Melton wool coating
Heavyweight orange satin lining

100% worsted wool trim
Fold back cuffs

Front welt pockets with snap closure
Genuine mouton collar with tab for neck closure
Heavy duty 2-way brass zipper with zipper gaurd

Internal welt pocket with snap closure



Style No................. JA0056
Color...................... Camouflage Tweed /Black
Fabric..................... Wool Blend
Wholesale Price..... $260
MSRP.................... $525

Flyer’s Club Bomber
__

Our new Flyer's Club Bomber offers all of the standard features and details of the original Flyer's Club Jacket, but 
with a basic change at the collar. Substituting our heavyweight 2x2 wool knit trim for the standard Mouton collar, 

we've created a more casual and perhaps typically  classic look. Bombs away! 

Melton wool coating
Heavyweight orange satin lining

100% worsted wool trim
Fold back cuffs

Front welt pockets with snap closure
Heavy duty 2-way brass zipper with zipper guard Internal welt pocket with snap closure



Style No................. JA0057
Colors..................... Camouflage Tweed + Kodiak Mouton

Fabric..................... Wool Blend / Genuine Mouton

Wholesale Price..... $285 
MSRP..................... $575

Winston Jacket
__

Introducing the Winston Jacket, a handsome and sophisticated wool coat inspired by classic and enduring styles from 
years gone by. Double entry front patch pockets, corozo button front closure, and topped with a fashionable mouton collar. 

Our signature 100% wool knit trim at the cuffs and waistband makes this a jacket for the ages.

Wool blend coating
100% worsted wool knit trim

Fold back cuffs
Front patch pockets with double entry

Genuine mouton collar with neck closure tab 
Corozo button front closer

Internal welt pocket with snap closure



N-1 Deck Jacket
__

Style No................. N1-US
Color...................... Black + Kodiak Mouton

Fabric..................... 100% Cotton Waxed Canvas + Genuine Mouton
Wholesale Price..... $620
MSRP.................... $1295

The influence of WWII on our American culture is alive and well 70+ years after victory.  Dehen 1920 introduces our very 
own and very special version of the Naval N-1 Deck Jacket.    Constructed of a 10.10 oz. waxed cotton outer shell with a 
luxurious mouton fur lining, this jacket represents the very best we have to offer.  Warmer and more substantial than 

anything in its class, this garment is built to last a lifetime.

10.10 oz. waxed canvas shell
Mouton fur lining and collar

6-Button front placket closure
Hidden, two-way  #10 brass zipper w/ canvas pull

Added inner left chest pocket with same #10 brass zipper and canvas pull
100% wool knit cuff 

Undercollar zig-zag stitching and neck closure
Eyelets at underarm 



Style No................. OS0001
Colors..................... Oatmeal / Camoflage Tweed
Fabric..................... Melton Wool / Wool Blend
Wholesale Price..... $165
MSRP.................... $345

Crissman Overshirt
__

The Crissman Overshirt has becom a staple in the Dehen 1920 collection - a garment 
that exemplifies the quality and craftsmanship on which we have built our reputation. 

An instant Dehen Classic that was developed to be around for a long, long time.

Wool blend
Reinforced elbow construction

Two chest pockets
Lower double welt hand pockets

Snap closure at neck
Keyhole buttonholes throughout

100% cotton lined interior accents
Single inside pocket



Style No................. OS0001
Colors..................... Loden / Black
Fabric..................... 100% Cotton
Wholesale Price..... $165
MSRP.................... $345

Moleskin Crissman Overshirt
__

The Crissman Overshirt has become a staple in the Dehen 1920 collection - a garment 
that exemplifies the quality and craftsmanship on which we have built our reputation. 

An instant Dehen Classic that was developed to be around for a long, long time.

Moleskin
Reinforced elbow construction

Two chest pockets
Lower double welt hand pockets

Snap closure at neck
Keyhole buttonholes throughout

100% cotton lined interior accents
Single inside pocket



Style No................. SH0010
Colors..................... Black Moleskin  
Fabric..................... 100% Cotton
Wholesale Price..... $155
MSRP.................... $320

1/2 Zip Club Shirt
__

Inspired by a classic silhouette worn by the loggers of the Pacific Northwest, our 1/2 Zip 
Club Shirt offers a refined update on a classic anorak work shirt. The cotton moleskin 
elevates this piece even further to a luxurious but subtle addition to your outerwear 

collection.  

Moleskin
11” zip front

Two chest pockets
Keyhole buttons

Convertible collar
Back yoke

Double needle top stitching throughout



Style No................. JA0043
Color...................... Camouflage Tweed
Fabric..................... Wool Blend
Wholesale Price..... $145
MSRP.................... $295

Woven Utility Vest
__

We've taken our "Knit Utility Vest" and tried it out in this handsome woven Camouflage Tweed. 
We think the result is pretty fantastic! If you're just not a "vest guy", this style may cause you to 

reconsider that position! 

Deadstock Wool
Wrap around double patch pockets at waist

Left chest pocket
Cotton finishing binding throughout

Custom branded Corozo buttons



Style No................. WKC001
Color...................... Tobacco / Brown 

Fabric..................... 100% Worsted Wool
Wholesale Price..... $25
MSRP.................... $55

Wool Knit Watch Cap
__

Knit from our tried and true U.S. spun worsted wool, we are proud to offer the Dehen 
Wool Knit Watch Cap.  These caps are knit using an alternative stitch to our sweaters 

giving them a softer, more forgiving hand.  The term "watch cap" was coined by sailors 
who often wore these caps to keep warm while on their watch.  As we look back on the late 
William Dehen's service in the U.S. Navy, we found it a fitting addition to our offering.

100% worsted wool
6 gauge knit

6 seam top construction
Novelty accent stitch at edge of cap

Understated Dehen black and gold label



Style No.................

Classic Tee

TS01
Color...................... Tobacco
Fabric..................... 100% Cotton
Wholesale Price..... $25

Style No.................

Single Pocket Tee

TS01P
Color...................... Tobacco
Fabric..................... 100% Cotton
Wholesale Price..... $26.50

MSRP.................... $55 MSRP.................... $58

Heavy Duty Tees
__

Authentic quality is the hallmark of the Dehen 1920 label, and our Heavy Duty Tee is no 
exception.  Made from cotton jersey fabric knit, cut and sewn in the U.S.A., this shirt is 

crafted to be the best and most versatile tee in your closet.  Keeping true to our 
heritage, we balanced our classic, no-frills approach with an uncompromising attention 

to detail, producing a garment rugged enough to shoulder a day’s work, but refined 
enough to accompany your favorite cardigan or sport coat.  Light enough to wear on a 

hot summer day, but - like all Dehen products - built to stand the test of time. 

6 oz. Jersey Knit in USA
100% Cotton

Self-Bound Neck
Blind Stitched Sleeves, Hem, & Pocket

Accent Zig-Zag Stitch at Neck Label



Heavy Duty Long Sleeve Tee
__

Made from a heavyweight cotton jersey, cut and sewn in the U.S.A., this shirt keeps the 
same no-frills approach and uncompromising attention to detail as our original short 
sleeve version.  We've again produced a garment rugged enough to shoulder a day’s 

work, but refined enough to accompany your favorite cardigan or sport coat.  We are 
confident this will be the most beloved tee you own...that is unless, of course, you 

already have one of our others.

6 oz. Jersey Knit in USA
Self-Bound Neck

Single Chest Pocket
Blind Stitched Sleeves, Hem, & Pocket

Accent Zig-Zag Stitch at Neck Label

Style No................. LST01P
Color...................... Tobacco
Fabric..................... 100% Cotton
Wholesale.............. $36.50
MSRP..................... $80



Support Your Local 
Tee
__

With so many challenges for communities and small businesses these days, we wanted to 
shine a light on those that need our collective support. This means something different 
to all of us. Teachers, health care workers, small businesses or whomever you'd like to 

bring awareness to. We're all in this together. Support your local.

6 oz. Jersey Knit in USA
100% Cotton

Self-Bound Neck
Blind Stitched Sleeves & Hem Accent Zig-Zag Stitch at Neck Label

Style No................. TS01 - DSO8

Color...................... Black + Old Gold / Navy + Old Gold / Loden + Old Gold
Fabric..................... 100% Cotton
Wholesale.............. $26.50
MSRP..................... $58

SUPPORT YOUR LOCALSUPPORT YOUR LOCALSUPPORT YOUR LOCAL



Support Your Local Knitting Company
Tee
__

As a small business and manufacturer, your support means the world to us. 
There's not many knitting operations like us left, so please remember to support 

your local knitting company every chance you get, even if the nearest one is in 
Portland, Oregon :)

6 oz. Jersey Knit in USA
100% Cotton

Self-Bound Neck
Blind Stitched Sleeves & Hem

Accent Zig-Zag Stitch at Neck Label

Style No................. TS01 - DS09
Color...................... Black + Old Gold / Navy + Old Gold / Loden + Old Gold
Fabric..................... 100% Cotton
Wholesale.............. $26.50
MSRP..................... $58
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1920 Throwback Tee
__

A tee in homage to the guts and determination of our founders, 
William and Celia Dehen. 1920 is the year it all started for Dehen. 

101 years later, we're still at it, carrying forward their legacy.

6 oz. Jersey Knit in USA
100% Cotton

Self-Bound Neck
Blind Stitched Sleeves & Hem Accent Zig-Zag Stitch at Neck 

Label

Style No................. TS01 - DS10
Color...................... Black + Old Gold / Tobacco + Black
Fabric..................... 100% Cotton
Wholesale.............. $26.50
MSRP..................... $58



Vintage Label Tee
__

Our renowned Dehen script, as seen on thousands of woven 
labels over many decades, and still in use today on our 100% 
wool label. What better way to promote our enduring brand? 

6 oz. Jersey Knit in USA
100% Cotton

Self-Bound Neck
Blind Stitched Sleeves & Hem Accent Zig-Zag Stitch at Neck 

Label

Style No................. TS01 - DS11
Color...................... Black + Old Gold / White + Tobacco 
Fabric..................... 100% Cotton
Wholesale.............. $26.50
MSRP..................... $58
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